Moot Court

The Law School’s Moot Court Team, composed of Lewis Ginsberg and Lawrence Rubinstein, is continuing the record of achievement established in the last four years. Messrs. Ginsberg and Rubinstein recently won the Regional Competition, defeating the University of Illinois in the final round. They also won the additional Regional Competition based on quality of brief alone. They represented the School in the national competition held in New York in mid-December under the sponsorship of the Association of the Bar of the City of New York. Both Mr. Ginsberg and Mr. Rubinstein are residents of Chicago and graduates of the College of the University of Chicago.

The Class of 1915 Scholar, Dallin H. Oaks, Spanish Fork, Utah, A.B. Brigham Young University.


Progressive Taxation

Not long ago, anyone who questioned the theory of progression was risking whatever reputation he might have as a professional or business leader. . . . A few hardy souls, however, took the risks, and now find their views receiving respectful attention. . . . Credit goes to Professors Walter J. Blum and Harry Kalven, Jr., of the University of Chicago Law School, for their meticulous exposé, “The Uneasy Case for Progressive Taxation.” Whether or not accepted by contemporary college economists, the teachings of this book should not be lost as regards oncoming economists whose attitudes may be better attuned to the essential elements of a free, dynamic economy. The book should be high on the reading list of every college course on taxation.